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Abstract 
 

Driver fatigue and drowsiness are very important 

issues in a large number of car accidents. This paper 

proposes a driver drowsiness detection algorithm for 

active safety driving system. The proposed algorithm 

is based on both the real-time deformable face 

tracking and drowsiness detection using salient 

facial features such as the eyes and the mouth. In 

face tracking process, the proposed algorithm 

monitors changes of driver's face movement and 

head gesture using the active shape model. 

Simultaneously, drowsiness detection process 

monitors a driver's drowsiness using the extracted 

facial features in both eye and mouth regions. 

Experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm provides a high drowsiness detection rate. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The traffic accident caused by driver’s distraction 

leads to serious injuries and death. The driver’s 

distraction significantly affects driving behaviors to 

control the vehicle safely. Especially, the drowsiness 

is a major problem related to the driver’s distraction. 

When people feel tired and sleepy while driving, they 

may cause dangerous situations: make mistakes in 

operating steering wheels, and watching road signs 

and lanes. To prevent driver’s distracted and 

inattentive behaviors, many researchers have been 

working on studies based on image processing 

techniques using a vision sensor. They have used 

visual characteristics such as eye-blinking, eyelid 

movement, yawn frequency, head nodding and facial 

expressions change for detecting driver’s drowsiness. 

These algorithms have been tried to analyze the 

physical changes of driver’s facial feature from the 

video images.  

Geometric appearance features[1-2] are the most 

common facial features, which find a candidate face 

region and take geometrical measurements among 

facial features such as eyes and mouth. In [3], 

driver's eye state was detected using skin color 

matching and vertical projection. It validates eye 

region by geometric symmetry information of face 

and judges the eye state based on frequency of eye 

closure. In [4], the face location is detected using 

Haar-feature based algorithm and tracking the eye 

region using unscented kalman filters. It determines 

the state of driver’s fatigue whether the eyes are 

closed over five consecutive frames using vertical 

projection matching. In [5], a graph-based reliability 

propagation algorithm is proposed to handle the 

occlusion problem. It robustly detects pupils under 

variable lighting conditions using infrared sensors. 

The detected pupils are used to predict the head 

motion.  

In many cases, these algorithms are required to 

control the camera focusing on a relative small area 

(driver’s eye regions) and need an extra process to 

align facial features which are extracted from 

inaccurate facial feature positions. In addition, 

previous algorithms based on visual cues are not 

appropriate to real-world cases under variety of 

lighting condition, deformable head movement, and 

occlusions. To overcome these limitations of current 

drowsiness detection algorithm, we propose an 

efficient driver’s drowsiness detection algorithm. 

In this paper, we develop a driver’s drowsiness 

detection algorithm for active safety driving system 

using the facial feature information from the video 

sequence (see Fig.1). The proposed algorithm 

consists of the face tracking process and the 

drowsiness detection process. In the face tracking 

process, the proposed algorithm finds face regions 

and monitors the motion data which is the driver's 

facial feature change (eye and mouth state) and head 

gesture using the active shape model(ASM) [6]. At 

the same time, the drowsiness detection process 

determines a driver's drowsiness state using the 

extracted facial features from both eye and mouth 

regions 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

proposes a drowsiness detection algorithm. Section 3 

shows the performance of the proposed algorithm.  

Section 4 concludes the paper. 



2. Drowsiness detection algorithm 
 

 
Figure 1: Proposed drowsiness detection algorithm 

 

Previous works used the face detector or local 

feature detector, such as haar-feature based classifier, 

to localize salient facial features such as eye and 

mouth regions. But these algorithms are highly 

vulnerable to real-world situation under varying 

illumination condition, fast shape deformation, and 

occlusions. On the other hand, ASM, which 

statistically models object shapes, could be robust to 

these problems, since it iteratively performs shape 

deformation to find an accurate object shape.  

In the training step, the facial feature points 

                   have been used to make the 

shape model in a set of training images   
            . Each pair of point         indicates 

the location of facial feature points in an image: 

contour of face, eye, nose, and mouth etc. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) is applied to describe the 

variations of the shape model. Then, any new shape 

can be approximated by 

 

 ̃   ̅       (1) 

 

Where  ̃ is a generated new shape,  ̅ is the mean 

shape,    is the matrix eigenvectors,    is the shape 

parameter vector. We use a single shape model for 

entire ASM in different scale of the image pyramid 

levels. The ASM starts the search for appropriate 

facial feature points from the mean shape aligned to 

the location and size of the face in the input image. 

These facial feature points are used to initialize the 

location of the shape model and provide region 

constraints of candidate location on the subsequent 

iterative shape searching. However, it is a difficult 

problem to find good facial feature points which 

express the facial shape and location. And its 

performance depends on the initial parameters of the 

shape model. So we used the AdaBoost-based [7] 

face detector to find initial face location and its size. 

Fig.2 illustrates the face detection and tracking 

process applied to the image sequences from the 

input video. After facial feature points are located by 

the ASM fitting process, the facial features of eye 

and mouth region are extracted based on center of the 

each eye and mouth contour points. Fig.3 shows 

sample results of facial feature point detection using 

ASM, We observed that the location of each of the 

eyes and mouth regions are found accurately. 

 

 
Figure 2 : Face detection and tracking 

 

  
Figure 3 : Detection of the facial feature points 

 

The histogram of oriented gradient(HOG) features 

[8] are extracted in each region of face component: 

eyes and mouth. HOG is a feature descriptor of local 

object appearance and shape within an image. From 

the HOG features, we use the support vector machine 

(SVM) to classify eyes and mouth state into two 

categories: open and close. If the eyes are found 

closed or mouth are opened for three consecutive 

frames, then the algorithm determines that the driver 

is falling asleep and issues a warning event. 

 

3. Experiments 
 

We collected three video scenarios frames under 

different subject, time, and illumination conditions. 

The resolution of video is 640 480. For training the 

SVM classifier, we used 15,010 images of varying 

eyes and mouth regions which collected from three 

different video sequences. The test video consists of 

617 frames with resolution of 640 480. The sizes of 

each facial component regions used for this paper are 

50×30 for the eyes and 80 60 for the mouth. 90-

dimensional HOG features were used to classify the 

drowsiness state. We performed the SVM 

classification with linear and polynomial kernels.



 

 

 
Figure 4 : Detection results of the facial features 

 

 

When performing the SVM for drowsiness state 

classification, we calculated a confidence measure 

value from the margin. In Fig.4, each negative value 

means the drowsiness state such as eye closed and 

mouth yawned. The blue lines, red lines, green lines 

indicate the label information of drowsiness state, 

linear SVM results, and polynomial SVM results, 

respectively. The drowsiness detection results are 

presented in Table 1. The results show that proposed 

algorithm achieved the high detection accuracy over 

90% in the each state. Especially, we obtained 

slightly better results when using polynomial kernels. 

 

Table 1: Drowsiness detection results 

Drowsiness detection 
Linear 

SVM 

Polynomial 

SVM 

Left eye closed 92.22 % 93.90% 

Right eye closed 92.16% 91.29% 

Mouth yawning 95.55% 96.03% 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we present an efficient drowsiness 

detection algorithm for active safety driving system. 

The proposed algorithm achieves average detection 

rates of each 93.31%(using a linear SVM ) and 

93.74%(using a polynomial SVM ). In the near future, 

we will focus on enhancing the accuracy of the facial 

feature localization and drowsiness detection. 

Furthermore, we are going to conduct extensive 

experiments on other publicly available datasets. 
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Figure 5 : Detection and tracking results of the salient facial features (7, 66, 175, and 571 frames) 


